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how helpless they are and they will readily recognize the usefulness of
such a reference work as Miss Judson has compiled.
It may be interesting to note that the history of no other section of
the United States has been covered by such an index.
There may be some question why the index was not brought down to
a date later than 1881. This was unnecessary, as there are adequate
general indexes to government documents from that year to date.
One might be led to think from the title "Subject Index" that each
document included had been minutely indexed. This is not the case and
it would have been impractical to have attempted to do so, but on the
other hand when a document was found to include material on several
topics, such. for example, as mail service, fisheries, agriculture, it has
been listed under these various headings. Perhaps it is more nearly a
catalogue than an index to documents. Arranged as it is under broad
headings rather than specific ones, the index can scarcely be considered
a ready reference tool, but I am doubtful if it could have been made so.
at least not without greatly increasing the amount of work entailed in
compiling it.
The index covers a much wider range of topics than the word his-
tory usually is taken to include. Banks and banking. missions. mail se~v­
ice. education, roads, and cost of living are some of the subject headings
which are used. Accordingly it would seem that the index should prove
indispensable to anyone who is studying the development of the Pacific
Northwest from a social, political, r~ligious, economic, or historical point
of view.
Although the index is of primary use to the serious student. still it
makes available much thoroughly readable material for those who have
interested themselves in the history of the Pacific Northwest merely for
their own pleasure. CHARLES H. COMPTON.
GUIDE TO THE MATERIALS FOR UNITED STATES HISTORY IN
CANADIAN ARCHIVES. By David W. Parker. (Washington, Car-
negie Institution of Washington, 1913. Pp.339.)
Of the Papers thus far issued by the Department of Historical Re-
search of the Carnegie Institution of Washington, none can prove of great-
er service to American historical scholarship than the present volume. As
stated by Professor Jameson in the Preface: "The constant relations be-
tween Canada and the English colonies, or the United States, during two
centuries of conflict and a hundred years of peace, across the longest in-
ternational line. save one, that the world has ever known, have made it
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inevitable that the archives of Canada should abound in documents useful.
and sometimes highly important, to the history of the United States." Stu-
dents of our own regional history will be astonished to find what a wealth
of material is preserved in the Canadian archives, particularly in the ar-
chives of the Archbishopric of Quebec. that bears directly upon the history
of Oregon and Washington. It will be particularly regretted,
by students in these states, that the Archives of British Columbia located
in the nearby city of Victoria could not have been adequately listed. It
is stated, however, that "A complete annotated catalogue of the docu-
ments in the Provincial Archives [of British Columbia] will be issued
as soon as the Department moves into the new quarters, now being built,
and the material will then be available to the student."
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A SHORT HISTORY OF. THE UNITED STATES. By John S. Bas-
sett, Professor of History in Smith College. (New York, The Macmil-
lan Co. 1913. Pp. 884. $2.50.)
These three new textbooks appearing withil. a few weeks of each
other bear eloquent witness of the activity of the teaching and study of
history. Prof. Stephenson's book is intended for use in the elementary
schools, and is eminently fair and well balanced. Very great care has
been execrised in the selection of illustrations and in some cases the author
has very wisely chosen those of representative men not usually pictured in
a textbook. A very large number of small maps are used to elucidate the
text, and in this respect the author has set a new mark in efficient text-
book making.
Bassett's Short History is a textbook for the use of college students
and for readers who desire a reliable account of United States history
in a single volume. In addition to these uses, it will no doubt have a
wide sale as a reference book in schools whose library facilities are lim-
ited. Professor Bassett is always careful about his facts. The emphasis
is well proportioned and the maps well selected. There are no illustra-
tions. The subject matter of the volume is treated in a purely conventional
way and differs very radically in this respect from Professor West's His-
